
Product Summary

Wholesale EDI Management
Our Wholesale EDI Management is SaaS; combining 
a high level of service with simple, flexible customer 
interface options.

The need for secure, reliable information transfer between pipelines and their trading partners has become 
increasingly critical. To meet this challenge, ESG developed its Pipeline Automation Service, specifically 
designed to help trading partners, pipelines, and storage facilities meet the GISB/NAESB Internet 
communication and EDI file format requirements.

Overview
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For operators of gathering, midstream and interstate natural gas pipelines, QuickNom® Pipeline 
Management is a cost-effective system for managing daily processes and activities. Features include 
Nomination and Confirmation scheduling, Measured Volumes, Operational Balancing Agreements, Shipper 
Imbalances, Contracting Rates, reports and Invoicing.

QuickNom

The Natural Gas Storage Management System is an inventory management system that provides all the key 
information needed to manage storage facilities and hubs. Automated processes result in administrative 
efficiencies and increased customer satisfaction. Features include Storage Nominations and Confirmations, 
Scheduling Customer Inventories, Parks, Loans, Wheeling and Other Storage Services.

NGI

QuickTariff acts as a “packager” for eTariff filings, bundling together user-supplied Tariff revisions with 
stored Tariff parameters. Quick Tariff maintains all FERC-required Tariff “meta data” and uses filing wizards 
so that creating an eTariff filing is quick and complete. All filing elements are validated and combined into 
an XML file for simple eTariff submission.

QuickTariff

Flexibility, Affordability and Security
Our PAS service can be narrowed or broadened to match transaction volumes, budgets, & system 
interfaces. We can deliver reliable communications at a fraction of the cost of in-house solutions. We also 
manage all aspects of message security, including SSL certificates and PGP/GNUPG key management.

Reliability, Accessibility and Experience
We provide 24-hour support, with cloud-based high availability, disaster recovery, and business continuity. 
Our EDI Scoreboard provides on-line visibility to all EDI transactions and can be searched by date, trading
partner, transaction type, status, account number, and more.

Single Point of Contact for EDI
Files received from trading partners arrive at the HTTP server encrypted in EDI file format. The file is 
decrypted using customer’s PGP Private Key. The decrypted EDI file is translated and forwarded with the 
Message Interface to the Customer Information System. Outbound files follow the reverse process.
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Crude Oil Pipeline System (COPS) provides the operators of crude oil pipelines with a straightforward, 
cost-effective system for managing key pipeline processes and activities. Features include Nominations, 
Confirmations, Scheduling, Shipper Management, Measurement, Inventories, Invoicing & Deductions.

Pipeline Automation Service (PAS) is a service which can be broadened or narrowed to match 
transaction volumes, budgets, & system interfaces. The service delivers reliable communications while 
ESG manages all aspects of message security. Features include Customer Inventories, Parks, Loans and 
Wheeling services.
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